
Demi bras & half cup bras

One way to show off your sensual side is with a stylish demi bra. These half brassieres have low-cut
cups that provide partial coverage with full support. Designed to show a little cleavage, half-cup bras
are the perfect choice for a night—or day—out.

Your favorite brands of demi cup bras

Bare Necessities stocks an impressive list of demi cup bras from top-quality brands you love,
including Wacoal, Birdsong, Fantasie and Lilyette. Choose from over two dozen classic brands to
find your perfect fit and style. When you're looking for dramatic uplift, turn to a Panache balconette
bra, featuring three-part underwire cups to provide you with an excellent shape. For a demi bra you'll
want to wear under your favorite T-shirt, consider a Simone Perele T-shirt bra, which offers
breathable texture and pretty lace detailing.

Styles of half cup bras

Add a layer of confidence to whatever you're wearing with a satin, mesh or lace half brassiere. Demi
bras can blend seamlessly under your clothes for a daytime look, and easily transform into a evening
outfit for a fun and flirty night out when paired with a revealing neckline. We carry many half cup
demi bra styles, from strapless bras to bralettes to bustiers. Choose a half cup push-up bra when
you want a little extra lift, or pick out a minimizer bra when you want a streamlined shape. Whether
you're looking for sweet or sexy, practical or plunging, we can help you pick a demi bra to make you
feel like a smoke show.

Sizes for every body

Most half brassieres come in a range of inclusive sizes to fit every body type. We offer bands 28 to
56 and cups AA to O. Our easy-to-use Bra Size Calculator can help you determine the right fit in
minutes. Just take a few measurements and let us do the rest.

Have questions? contact us

We're committed to making bra shopping easier for everybody and every body. Not sure where to
start? Contact our specialized Bra Fit Experts for one-on-one help with bra sizing . If you have 10
minutes to spare: Give our experts a call, or start a live chat to get support from the comfort and
privacy of your own home. We can share the inside scoop on demi and other half-cup bra styles and
offer personalized tips to help you find your best match.

https://www.barenecessities.com/Wacoal-Demi-Cup-Bras-Bras_catalog_nxs,31,vendor,820,style,60.htm
https://www.barenecessities.com/feature.aspx?pagename=types_of_bras
https://www.barenecessities.com/feature.aspx?pagename=fit_sizing
https://www.barenecessities.com/feature.aspx?pagename=bra-fitting-experts


Buy your new favorite bra by shopping our wide selection of half brassieres and demi bras. You'll feel
unstoppable in a bra that's not only functional but fabulous.


